The Shop Floor Dispatch application provides your production team with a visual 'one-stop' tool for managing and recording production and Inspection activity.

Highly configurable displays and information filters provide the ability to create individual personalized production dispatch list for both machines and employees that exactly meets the business needs without requiring any programming or customization.

Features

Users can record production activity with just one or two clicks or touches of the screen allowing them to maximize their productivity whilst keeping the system updated with real time information.

Visual indicators are used to identify component shortages, tool shortages, if other users are clocked onto an operation, prior operation status and upcoming in-process/after operation inspection requirements.
Maximize User Productivity

The solution has been carefully designed to maximize user productivity by minimizing the effort of recording production activity. For example:

- Most transactions can be completed with just a couple of clicks,
- The system automatically fills in information, changes prompts based on input and chains to the next normal transaction where appropriate.

Where Factory Planning is deployed - operations will be displayed based on the operation information synchronized from Factory Planning.

One-touch Access

The dispatch lists provide for personalized, secure, instant, one-touch access to those transactions the production team needs.

- Clock-on, clock-off
- Component scrap
- Operation scrap
- Assembly scrap
- Operation/item completions
- Inspection results/alerts

- Component verification
- Availability and issues
- Tooling verification
- Availability and issues
- Order releasing
- Order inquiry/maintenance